
CANDLE LIGHTING
Friday 7:48pm 
Saturday 8:50pm 

TORAH 
Genesis 44:18 - 47:27 
(page 274)
 
HAFTARAH 
Ezekiel 37:15 - 37:28 
(page 291) 

SHABBAT SERVICES 
Erev Shabbat
• 6:15pm - Pluralist 
Service (Main Sanctuary)
•  7:00pm - Renewal    
   Shabbat (Bronte Beach) 
(Next one will be on 9 
February 2018 in the 
Neuweg at 6:15pm)
 
Shabbat Morning
• 9:00am - Masorti service 

(Neuweg Sanctuary) 

 
MORNING MINYAN
Please note: 
Morning Minyan will: 
end on 21 December and 
resume on 29 Jan 2018.

SHABBAT BULLETIN
Parashah Vayigash  22/23 December 2017  •  6 Tevet 5778 

 
Turning Adversity into Opportunity

In this week’s Parasha, we come to the powerful denouement of the epic story 
of Joseph and his brothers, one of bitterness and betrayal in its opening, one 
that slowly moves to an extraordinary moment of reconciliation.  As we come 
toward the end of the book of Genesis we finally arrive at the moment that is the 
answer to the rhetorical question asked in the beginning of the Torah by Cain 
after he has murdered Abel, “Am I my brother’s keeper?” The highly emotional 
reconciliation between Joseph and his brothers is one of the great scenes in 
literature.  Years earlier the brothers, jealous of Joseph’s position as their father’s 
favourite, had been led by Judah’s words “Let us sell him… and not do away 
with him ourselves” [Gen.37:27].  However, rather than make their father share 
his affection more equally, this act not only caused years of unending grief for 
them all, but was made more futile when their father then took another son, 
Benjamin, as his new favourite.
By confronting Joseph, the second most powerful man in Egypt, and refusing to 
leave Benjamin as a hostage, Judah confronts himself, accepts his past guilt and 
takes on his true role as family spokesperson and protector.  At the same time, 
Joseph, who could have understandably sought revenge against his brothers, 
realizes that he too prefers to reconcile with them and help them.
In one of the great scenes in all literature, the brothers reconcile.  As the total 
opposite of Shakespearean tragedy, where the characters’ refusal to go beyond 
their allotted stereotype results in death and loss, these acts of mutual contrition 
result in reconciliation and the provision of real help to the family and to the 
tribe of Israel.  In fact, rather than dwelling on the crime, Joseph says that his 
brothers “sent” him – thereby starting the chain of events that placed him in a 
position where he could benefit thousands of people, including his own family. 
Through these brave admissions, both men show themselves to be the masters 
of their own fate and demonstrate their understanding that hatred damages 
both the hater and the hated.  It also highlights the fact that it is in the hands of 
each person to determine whether the circumstances in which we find ourselves 
become a force for good or evil.
Parshat Va-Yigash reminds us that we all do things that are selfish, wrong and 
that we would rather forget.  The crucial test is whether one has the ability 
to admit the wrongdoing.  Failure to do so perpetuates and compounds the 
problem.  However, if like Judah and Joseph, one can admit fault and errors, 
one can turn adversity into opportunity. True remorse and reconciliation can 
bring healing and new potential.  Thus the story of Genesis winds to its close 
as we learn we indeed are our brother’s keeper. The rest of the Torah broadens 
that concept of responsibility beyond the family and tribe to humanity itself.  
Its lessons require us “to love the stranger”, “to love your neighbour as yourself,” 
and when we fail to live up to that, not to blame the other but make amends 
and seek reconciliation. 
Shabbat Shalom, Rabbi Jeffrey B. Kamins OAM
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SAVE THE DATE
Michael Rantissi's 

A Taste of 'Hummus & Co'
Wednesday 21 February 2018, 7pm-9pm 

Emanuel Synagogue

 
Join Michael Rantissi, chef from the renowned Sydney 

restaurant Kepos St Kitchen for a cooking demonstration of 
some recipes from his second cookbook, titled 'Hummus & Co', 

(which he co-wrote with Kristy Frawley the co-owner of Kepos St Kitchen).

Stay tuned for details on when bookings will open.

80th Anniversary: Memories of Emanuel Synagogue
An exhibition celebrating 80 years of Emanuel

 

Have you celebrated a birth, bar/bat mitzvah, wedding or other 
occasion at Emanuel Synagogue?  We are creating an exhibition of 

photographs to celebrate our synagogue, the people and stories within 
our community and we need your help. Please send us: 

- Lifecycle at Emanuel: lifecycle events in your family which have 
happened at the synagogue:  bar/bat mitzvah, weddings, births. 

- Life at Emanuel: photos of moments at the synagogue: festival 
celebrations, Sunday school, parties, events, anything. 

 
Scan and send your photos together with a few sentences 

explaining the photos and send it to 80years@emanuel.org.au



WHAT’S ON
 
Shabbat Services over summer period
Friday Pluralist Services - 6:15pm - Neuweg Sanctuary 
22nd and 29th December 2017 and 5th, 12th, 19th and 26th January 2018. 
Please note Shabbat Live will resume on Friday 2 February 2018.
 
Saturday Masorti Services - 9:00am - Neuweg Sanctuary 
23rd and 30th December 2017 and 6th January 2018. 
The Progressive service will resume on Saturday 13 January 2018.

Netzer Camps 
MachaNetzer (Senior Camp for Years 9-12) - 8th to 16th January 2018 
MachaNoar (Junior Camp for Years 3-8) - 23rd to 28th January 2018 
We are counting down the days until our Netzer summer camps! As we are in the final stages of 
preparation, we urge you to sign up NOW before it's too late at netzer.org.au/camp

Renewal Shabbat Service 
Friday 9 February 2018 at 6:15pm in the Neuweg Sanctuary. Followed by a Pot Luck dinner.

Concluded Adult Classes for 2017
Please be advised that the following classes have concluded for 2017: 
 
Our Jewish Story: Our Land, Our People:  
Classes will resume on Wednesday 15 January 2018.
 
Our Jewish Story: Tradition and Change: Classes will not resume in 2018.

 
In 2018...

Next year, we look forward to bringing you the Beginners Hebrew and Intermediate 
Hebrew classes on Monday evenings from 5 February 2018, 6-7pm. This will be in 
place of Our Jewish Story.
Brunch with the Rabbi is a new initiative commencing in February 2018 for adults. A 
chance to study and enjoy brunch together.

With thanks to Aliza Sassoon for sponsoring the Kiddush this Shabbat.



  IN  MEMORY

Shoah remembrance: Berko Blum was born in 1902 in Rebnik, Poland and lived in 
Paris. He died in 1942 in the Holocaust.

Mozelle Aaron (Reuben Aaron)
Gillian Ann Barg (Philip Levy)
Morris Beanstock (Anne Wolfson)
Neil Bromberger (Jennifer Solomon)
Mavis Betty Cohen (Daniel Cohen)
Siegbert Daniel (Jessie Daniel)
Raissa Darin (Annabelle Bennett)
Hans Doctor (Daphne Doctor, David Doctor, 
Eric Doctor)
Anna Einstein (Walter Einstein)
Franc Epstein (Agnes Spencer)
Rae Goldstein (John Goldstein)
Florence Griffiths (Yadida Sekel, Scott 
Whitmont, Steph Whitmont)
Henry Gumbert (Yvonne Gerstl)
Andre Leon Haski (Caroline Haski, Danielle 
Haski)
*Julia Isaacs
Belinda Ann Jackson (Cynthia Jackson, Gordon 
Jackson)
Emanuel Jacobson (Pamela Karp)
Elias Jona (Samuel Fletcher)
William Kadison (Aileen Kadison, Donna Moses)
Thomas Kemeny (Susan Kemeny)
Avraham Lees (Devorah Lees)
Lucy Anne Lieberman (Golda Lieberman)

Gary Melman (Michelle Blum)
Abigail Meyers (Brendon Meyers, David Meyers)
*Leah Opit  
Musia Oservaser (Faina Shmulburd)
*Solomon Pressburger
Avril (Arvil) Rogers (Rosalie Rogers)
Seymour B. Schwartz (Hannah Schwartz)
Benjamin Sharon-Neustadt (Ziporah Neustadt)
Danny Slade (Marty Cowen, Alan Slade)
Chelly Slade (Marty Cowen, Alan Slade)
Jutta Stricker (Jacqueline Stricker-Phelps, Alfred 
Stricker)
Deborah Stross (Ruth Osen)
Bernard Taylor (Suzanne Rosen)
Leslie Vessey (Jeff Anderson, Lucy Vessey)
Ilse Witton (Barbara Simon)
Shefreh Bat Yacov Meschemberg (Jeannine Revi)

There are mourners in our community to whom we extend our sincerest sympathies on the 
death of their loved ones.
Shiva:  Hyacinth Cunio, Ruth Kedzier
Shloshim: Samantha Rebillet, Susanna Meininger, Irene Culshaw, Rae Sekel

  This week we observe the Yahrzeits of (observed by):                            * Memorial Light  


